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Employment prospects bleak
By Lorraine Jimrim
SUH Reporter
The employment situation for
graduates is bleak, but jobs do exist,
according to James L Galloway,
director of Career Planning and
Placement.
"It's a tough year, and it's not going
to get any easier." Galloway said
"You have to work harder in this
economic climate."
Galloway attributed the low
employment rate for graduates to
economic conditions, lack of career
planning on the part of students, under
employment of graduates from the
past two years, over-qualification on
the graduate level and the lack of a
close relationship between the business
and academic worlds
Galloway said he does not forsee any
upswing in employment until at least
the fourth quarter of this year

"The number of companies, school
systems, and government agencies
recruiting on campus is down 27« from
last year." he said
"The top three automobile
manufacturers stopped recruiting
nationwide Sears. Roebuck & Co and
J.C. Penney Co canceled their
interviews here, he added
GALLOWAY SAID he is worried
about retailing careers for graduates
since many retailers who previously
hired graduates from many academic
areas did not recruit on campus this
year
According to Galloway, graduates
from the College of Arts and Sciences,
particularly in the humanities who did
not specialize in job oriented majors
are hit hardest by the drop in
employment
Education majors, especially those
in social studies, history. English and

elementary education may experience
difficulty finding a job. he said
Since the enrollment in many
elementary schools has dropped,
the demand for teachers is not as great
as it once was. Galloway said
Many graduate students are having
trouble finding teaching jobs because
college enrollments are down, and
some employers will not hire
graduates with advanced degrees
because they demand higher wages
than graduates with only a bachelors
degree, he said
Despite the gloomy news, there is a
bright side to the employment picture
ACCORDING TO Gailoway. employment opportunities exist for
-majors in business related areas
such as marketing, accounting,
statistics, finance, insurance, data
processing, and sales;
-secretarial students,
-nurses.

-biologists, chemists, and
mathematicians.
-recreation majors:
-graduates from health-related
fields including dietetics, environmental health, medical technology,
physical therapy, gerontology, predentistry, pre-medicine. and.
-law enforcement majors
Galloway said many school systems
need food service administrators, and
teachers for business education,
chemistry
mathematics, physics,
industrial arts, recreation, library
services and special education
Some school systems also are
actively recruiting male elementary
teachers, he said
"Generally we are not in such bad
shape." Galloway said "Statistically,
we have more employers coming here
than anv other school, even Ohio

State."
• To page four
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Five groups await
contingency monies
By Mark Dodosh
and Lynn Dugas
"I promise you that if Graduate
Student Senate receives the requested
money, it is our pledge to cut through
red tape in ihe University "
With thai. Mike Kaufman snapped
shut a three-foot long pair of scissors
like those used at a ribbon-cutting
ceremony
Kaufman. Graduate Student Senate
iGSSi member, made his promise
from the galleTy'arta'st mfitlfs rhWtihg
of the Advisory Committee for the
General Fee Allocation (ACGFA).
ACGFA heard the Senate's request
for $1,300 from the $8,000 remaining in
the contingency fund of the 1974-75
general fee budget
Despite Kaufman's hopes of cutting
red tape, it was not until nearly three
and one-half hours later that ACGFA
decided to postpone the decision on
GSS's request for additional monies
until Feb 1 when four other groups can
present their requests for monies from
the contingency fund
ONE GROUP consists of two
graduate students in speech who wish
to present closed-circuit student-

oriented television programming.
The students. Susan Eastman and
David Tressel. are asking for $1,280 to
fund a weekly one-hour show called
"BG-TV7."
A $500 request by the World Student
Association and the International
Student Programs Office to fund an
International Week the week of April 7
also will come under further
committee inspection
ACGFA requested an oral report
from Student Government Association
iSGA) because their request of $3,800
was so extensive
The Student Consumer Union (SCU)
requested additional monies from the
contingency fund to install an office
telephone and to pay travel expenses
(or conferences with Toledo Consumer
Services.
ACGFA decided to request an oral
presentation from SCI' because there
was confusion concerning the group's
funding
In its written request to ACGFA.
SCU asked for $200 However. SCU also
was listed as a recipient of $350 in the
SGA budget request.
SGA designated the money be used

for support of SCU. The $350 includes
telephone and travel expenses SCU
requested independently
ACGFA denied hearings and funding
to five groups submitting requests for
additional monies from the
contingency fund
These organizations are Today's
Youth in Press Operations (TYPOl.
the Northwest Chapter of Midwest
Organizational Development Network.
Reverb, the Benjamin Franklin.
Society, and SIC-SIC
The committee fell the first four
were the responsibility of individual
departments to support and therefore
refused them general fee monies
In rejecting the $100 request of SICSIC. committee member Dr Harvey
Donley. professor of quantitative
analysis and control, said SIC-SIC
"was worthless and has long out-lived
its usefulness "
He said the signs the group makes
are "ridiculous, and some are vulgar,"
adding that he "did not see where such
an organization should use money that
could be better spent toward student
needs."

Ford plans tariff boost
WASHINGTON
(AP)-President
Ford signed a proclamation yesterday
that would boost tariffs on imported
oil. and said later that a move in
Congress to repeal his action would be
i backward step
; The higher tariffs will hike retail
gasoline prices by an estimated 3 cents
a gallon.
- After signing the proclamation in an
Oval Office ceremony. Ford stepped
into the White House driveway where
he was surrounded by several score
reporters and held an impromptu news
conference
Ford was asked for his reaction to
moves by key congressional
Democrats to void the higher tariffs
through legislation

TV listings,
entertainment
in magazine
Do you ever wish on Monday
mornings that you had something
to read while drinking your
coffee'
Starting this Monday, you will.
Close-up Magazine a tabloid
sized issue of the News, will
feature an in-depth story on
someone or something in the
news, as well as the week's
television listings, entertainment
sjews and up-to-the-minute sports
and news.
It'U add a lot to your asaallyeluggish Monday moraiag
routine so be sere to get <xee

ACKNOWLEDGING
Congress
power to do so. Ford added, "to take a
backward step is not in my opinion a
very wise way to solve the energy
problem "
In signing the document. Ford said
action by Congress is especially needed
to enact a comprehensive energy
program that would go far beyond the
administrative step he took.
Asked if he were willing to
compromise in this area. Ford said
that if Congress developed its own
comprehensive, equitable alternative,
"of course I will consider it."
BUT. IN talking to newsmen and at
the signing ceremony. Ford
emphasized that top priority must go

to quick action
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen estimated the tariff hikes Ford
proclaimed-$l a barrel on Feb 1 and
an additional $1 on March 1 and April 1,
for an eventual total of $3 -would
ultimately hike retail gasoline prces by
about 3 cents a gallon.
BEFORE SIGNING the proclamation. Ford met with governors of
10 Northeastern states, most of whom
expressed sharp disagreement with his
tariff-boosting program
Their states are heavily dependent
on imported oil, and Ford tried without
success to convince them his program
would not cause their areas undue
hardship.
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Bill Pererman, assistant professor of geography, cautiously makes his way on
ice and slush covered sidewalks on North
North Enterprise Street. Many orea
.ice
DO III
residents have neglected to clear sidewalks in front of their homes after the
gting hazardous conditions
for pedestrians. (Newsphoro
recent snowstorm creating
conditii
by Bob Harmeyer)

Task force to study financial exigency
By Rase Hume
Maaagiag Editor

universities to deal with the problem
has forced the question into the courts.

Provost Kenneth W Rothe has
appointed a Task Force on Contingency
Planning because, although University
enrollment has remained high, "five
years from now. it could be quite
different "
Dr Rothe explained in a memo to
the University faculty that the
potential enrollment drop necessitates
"facing the possibility of program and
staff cuts-in short, financial
exigency."
He said Wednesday that the
University lacks a mechanism for
reducing faculty.
Accompanying the memo was a
report compiled by Michael A. Moore,
associate professor of history.
Moore's report noted that many
schools have faced the problem of
financial exigency without any
preparation. It said failure of

MOORE'S PAPER cited a survey
that indicated changes at universities
will be "financial ana internal, no
longer based on incremental growth."
The survey, made in 1972. also showed
that changes will have to be made by
substituting or contracting programs
through systems that would help
eliminate power struggles.
Moore's report also illustrated
contradictions among opinions about
cutting-back tenured faculty
The National Education Association
recommends reducing the number of
untenured faculty first and then cutting
tenured faculty on a seniority basis.
But the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) warns
against abolishing successful
programs taught by untenured faculty
only to maintain tenured positions of
marginal need.

A New Jersey judge, in a case
involving Bloomfield College, recently
ruled that tenure could not be
abrogated unlil the survival of the
school was proven to be at slake.
Moore concluded from the conflict in
opinions that "a school needs a clear
statement of its academic goals in
order to justify contract terminations
in the name of exigency." and "the
time to plan for exigency was before
its onset."
Institutional goals and objectives
should be the major framework for
exigency planning so a university can
avoid reacting to events, according to
the report. Moore also called for the
administration to avoid padding its
ranks with personnel and salaryadvantages

enticements are available to see to it
that they are met "
Faculty retraining and early
retirement were discussed as methods
of avoiding permanent layoffs
Identifying retrainable faculty, finding
a position for them and the cost of
retraining were considered
"Faculty retraining-sometimes in
very unfamiliar fields-has been done
and with a certain amount of success,"
indicated Moore's report. The
document called for
"some
mechanism for placemen! in the state
system" such as a job registry
maintained by the Board of Regents
Moore also suggested restructuring
certain administrative jobs so
retrained faculty could fill the
positions on a part-time rotating basis

HE URGED any committee set up to
investigate financial exigency to
establish "a series of interim and final
deadlines, utilizing whatever

EARLY RETIREMENT, according
to Moore, raises the question of
whether or not the University would be
able to meet pension payments fairly.

Individual status at the University and
family responsibilities were among
other concerns raised in conjunction
with early retirement
The report also considered employment termination, noting that
"institutions with well-utilized lead
time in contingency planning ought not
to have to consider this until the final
step."
Moore suggested four layoff
classifications ranging from two-year
reassignment to layoff A threatened
faculty member could be guaranteed
up to two years of full-time work if
granted reassignment status. A
relocation leave also was suggested.
The importance of differentiating
between faculty who are laid off
because of imcompetence and those
who are laid off for financial reasons
was Moore's final point of emphasis.
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do away with guns

epiT8RiaLS
congress must act
to restrain fbi, cia
The two organizations responsible for the majority of the nation's
intelligence gathering and investigating are in need of some
congressional restraint.
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has been accused of infiltrating
dissident groups during the Vietnam war era. and Congress is up in arms
because the Federal Bureau of Investigation I FBI) is keeping personal
information about congressmen in its files.
Former CIA Director Richard Helms has said if any domestic spying
was done during his directorship, it was done without his knowledge.
I-ATII if Helms was ignorant of any domestic spying, it does not absolve
him of blame As director, it is his job to keep track of what his
organization is doing
Current CIA Director William E. Colby testified last week that the
agency did infiltrate dissident groups during Helms' directorship.
Whether the CIA is guilty of domestic spying or not. they obviously
need some legal guidelines to follow. CIA spying in foreign countries is
bad enough, but the threat of it spilling over into domestic areas is
horrifying
In the case of the FBI. it is fine for them to keep files on congressmen
in the interest of national security, but when it records information
concerning their private lives, it is time to put a rein on the bureau.
FBI Director Clarence M. Kelley said Wednesday the FBI does not
seek out information concerning the congressmen's private lives, but
does record personal information on them volunteered by the public.
The actions of the FBI and CIA could be mistaken for a chapter from
George Orwell s 1984
This "big-brotherism" must be stopped by Congress NOW, or it won't
be long until we all find our private lives investigated and recorded by the
government.

no competition
Well, at least it's nice to know we will be able to buy as much gas as we
want to. although the price may be around 75 cents per gallon.
President Ford said Wednesday he was opposed to any government gas
rationing program at this time.
Of course, if he manages to ram through Congress his tax increase on
imported oil. we will have to pay ridiculous prices for gasoline.
It is time the President started to think about the people, instead of
making sure he kills any foreign competition for the nations big oil
companies

let's hear from you
The BG New! welcome* ail letter) to ihe editor and opinion columns
Letter! may comment on any oilier letter, column or editorial
Letter! should be a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We ask lhat
columns be no more lhan lour typed panes triple spaced
The News maintain! the right to edit all submissions thai exceed these
limit*, with respect to ihe lawsol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns musl include Ihe author s name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, CO The BG News IlKi
University I'all

o white's reply
to 'racist' letter
By Allan J DeNiro
TIM' i (lb Street
Cuest Student Columnist
It is with a humble and contrite heart
that I must speak on behalf ol the
"Honkey" students here al Bowling
(ireen Slate University and apologize
to Miss Valencia Proa and Ihe rest ol
the black community here, presumably
for who she speaks, for any actions
which might infringe on ihe rights ol
her beautilul black sisters "
The incident in Anderson Arena at
the basketball game was of course
perlectly normal for her people and we
the ugly while folk must be fools not to
see it
Let it be known thai the foolhardy
ideas you stated about integrating into
our groups and catching such terrible
while man's diseases as throwing
tomatoes, or toilet paper at football
games, or electing a male homecoming
queen, or setting off fire alarms in
dorms, were all topics of amazement
tome
You must be one hell of a person, to
be able to know all. see all. do all and.
better yet. know that all bad is while
and all black is beautiful
Listen baby. YOU ain't seen nothing
yet' Your letter was so full of racist
bullshit that it gave me a good laugh to
read it Your pride wasn't showing,
your lack of knowledge was
IF IT'S true separation from the
white community you want, then let's
have it
Let's quit admitting
DISPROPORTIONATE numbers of
blacks to schools and jobs just because
they are blacks
Let'! forget grade qualifications and
requirements set only for blacks
because of what some ol our white
ancestors did 100 years ago
Take your pride and desires for
separation and quit playing the middle
of the road I. for one. am damn tired
of being told that the black man was a

perfect creature until the while man
spoiled him. and that on this campus
people are afraid to assert themselves
because groups ol blacks have blocked
a doorway, or congregated in dining
halls or spontaneously processed down
and completely blocked a sidewalk
So please don't insult my intelligence
by writing such awe-inspiring,
threatening letters in this newspaper,
because I don't, and a large majority of
people in Bowling Green don't consider
them anything more than a really
funny joke
Black as you proclaim to be-I can
see right through you II it's complete
separation you seem to suggest, then
don't even ask for one single
concession Use your black pride and
see how far you get You. Miss Proa,
have set the black cause back at least
five years'
IF I WERE you. I would heed the
advice in the lyrics of one of your own
black groups' songs It proclaims:
"Don't rock the boat. baby, don't tip
the boat over .
Take care, my dear, and beware of
the thin ground you are treading on
You'd better be damn sure the next
time you assert yourself as to what you
want
Not every white MAN fears the
monumental (?) black movement on
this campus. I would have hoped it
could have shown me more credibility
than you have!
Finally, don't cloud the issue by
comparing the all-black, counterfeit
cheerleading squad with the
legitimate. University sponsored
organizations like the Gospel Choir or
the Student Development Program.
Surely you jest
Martin Luther King must be spinning
around in his grave knowing that he
died so. that at Bowling Green State
University, his people could form their
very own cheerleading squad and thus
assert themselves

POLICE AND
SECURITY

By Crate B. Wick
TUOffeakaaerWest
Gaest Stadeat Catamaist
During the Summer of 1074, Bowling
Green campus police secretly armed
themselves with 12-gauge shotguns In
December. 1974, they announced their
intention to employ semi-flatheaded
bullets, contrary to the 1899 Hague
Conventions on Land Warfare
Though President Moore apparently
overruled the police and forbade the
use of flatheads, further inquiry will
doubtless unearth still other weapons
of death unknown even to him. The use
of shotguns on a college campus, the
attempted deployment of weapons of
war-both for no other reason than a
desire for greater killing power-reveal
a shocking callousness toward life and
safety, a contempt for the University
and its heritage, and a hostility toward
the student body, among others
The continued use of these weapons
will result in bloodshed-bloodshed
which will, in all likelihood, go
unredressed by the University and by
the courts of law
For the safety of the campus and the
consciences of its patrolmen, we ask
that all guns be removed from our
campus, that non-lethal weapons be
supplied in their place and that control
over police be transferred to the
student body

GUNS

PROVIDE

The very term "campus security"
suggests that police give us securityth.ii the more police and the more
weapons there are on campus, the
more "secure" we will be This is
untrue Police can. at most, arrest
criminals after the fact and thus deter
some others Their physical presence
may delay the commission of some
crimes or prevent them altogether.
Yet despite their undoubted utility,
police cannot bring security, for
security is a feeling, not a thing It is
the somewhat illogical expectation
that men will respect one's person and
property because they have done so in
the past
This expectation must be at least
loosely rooted in fact It demands a
system of shared values, a coherent
community, and an architecture which
encourages men to come to one
another's aid But above all. it
demands a passion for justice a
people who are outraged by murder, by
whomever committed, who will not
rest until the guilty are punished, a

expressly made so by Section Four of
the Ohio Bill of Rights
What can account, then, for students'
lack of control over the men
supposedly protecting them? It can
only be the law's former view, only
recently repudiated, that college
students were children, incapable of
conducting even this simplest
commercial transactions, let alone
voting, holding public office and
enforcing the law-children who had to
be protected by denying them virtually
all their rights as citizens
Happily, however, most of the legal
impediments to responsibility have
been removed, and the laws now have
at least a rough correspondence with
reality. There is. therefore, no reason
why the supervision and budget of the
campus police cannot be given to the
Student
Government
Association,
which can then decide whether there is
sufficient danger for police to carry
deadly weapons or whether, in those
rare instances which require guns,
security officers should call upon the
municipal police for aid
With the students defending their
own safety and property, or employing
others to do so. the University has no
need for a police force at all. except

"Injury to students is likely to be applauded by
a large and vocal segment of the community."

PART 1: THE DANGER OF GUNS ON
CAMPUS
University and city administrators
have told us thai police will use their
deadly weapons only in "life or death
situations'' and even then as a last
resort But the use of deadly force is
governed by law. nol departmental
regulation, and the law allows quite a
bit
Fleeing felons, including burglars
and many thieves, rioters, those
escaping from custody, persons
threatening the life of the officer or
others, persons threatening the officer
or others with serious bodily harm -all
may be shot with impunity, whether
the circumstances demanded their
death or not
In addition, peace officers are
expected to aggressively assert their
authority when executing the law. say.
in making an arrest For that purpose
they may use whatever force is
necessary to overcome resistance.
When the victims are unpopular or
powerless, whal one might call "local
custom' grants police an even greater
latitude in deciding whether to kill.
Injury to students is likely to be
applauded by a large and vocal
segment ol the community, making
redress all but impossible-whatever
the lawbooks say.
Preachers and politicians rediscover the virtues of forgiveness,
those who cannot forgive are
encouraged to forget and justice,
which demands a sharp memory,
leaves town under cover of darkness
Nor is intentional homicide the only
danger Anyone can be caught in the
line of fire or be mistaken for someone
else A 16-gauge shotgun will kill just
as surely as a 357 magnum, within its
effective range
How will our University officials
react when a student here is shol to
death? Their reaction to the actual
event will be the same as it is now to
the threat one knows nothing of the
new weapons, another says the police
may use whatever weapons they
choose, a third declares that our police
are not trigger happy and still a fourth
cannot be reached lor comment.
Perhaps the Vice President for
Operations will chair a commission,
reserving for himself veto-power over
its membership
PART

2:

THE

MYTH

THAT

people who are revolted by beatings,
slabbings. shootings and other assaults
which insult human dignity, a people
who are not amused when property of
another, embodying as it often does his
dreams and toil, is stolen, smashed or
destroyed, a people who assist the law
in every way to obtain justice,
preventing violence where they can.
reporting it where they cannot
This is the stuff of law and order-not
guns Indeed, guns are both the
symptom and a cause of disorder
PART 3: LACK OF STUDENT
CONTROL OVER POLICE
Policemen, like firemen, should
arise naturally from Ihe community
they serve, as that community
develops a need for them They must
not be imposed by some outside
authority and be answerable only to it.
In small towns even today, virtually
anyone who wishes may become a
volunteer
fireman or auxiliary
policeman
This is fitting, since in a democracy,
a man should be no more ashamed or
embarrassed to enforce its laws than
he is to put out a fire As a community
grows in size and complexity, men
may specialize in police work and
demand to be paid accordingly;
stringent qualifications may be
imposed Nevertheless, the essential
tenets of democracy require that
police remain accountable to those
they serve
Since it is the students who live on
campus, who in many cases must live
on campus; since their lives, safety
and property are the ones threatened
by whatever campus crime there is.
one might reasonably expect that the
hiring, supervision, discipline and
budget of the campus police would be
entrusted to their care But this is not
the case.
Instead we find the police nominally
controlled
by
University
administrators who do not live on
campus, who do not even know what
weapons police are using, much less
their effects upon the probably
victims. Security Director Shaffer
boldly asserts that he will resist any
attempt by the president's commission
or other civilians to interfere with the
conduct of his department-forgetting,
if he ever knew, that military and paramilitary forces have always been
strictly subordinate to the civil power,
at least in this country, and are

perhaps for watchmen to guard its
property Since these watchmen will
be protecting only property, they have
no reason to carry firearms
PART 4: THE THREAT TO FIRST
AMENDMENT FREEDOM
We believe the use of weapons on
campus, particularly shotguns, will
intimidate students in the exercise of
their First Amendment rights speech,
petition, assembly, and even religion
Indeed, it has already done so Given
the
failure
of
University
administrators to stop the deployment
of these shotguns once they learned of
it. we can safely say lhat this result is
now the intended one
Two years ago. this University
proudly rejected attempts to install
television surveillance equipment,
ostensibly for its "protection." The
sentiment against surveillance which
flourished then is well expressed by Sir
Erskine May. the English
Constitutional historian
"Next in importance to personal
freedom is immunity from suspicions
and jealous observation Men may be
without restraints upon their liberty,
they may pass to and fro at pleasure,
but if their steps are tracked by spies
and informers, their words noted down
for crimination, their associates
watched as conspirators-who shall say
that they are free''
"Nothing is more revolting to
Englishmen than the espionage which
forms part of the administrative
system of continental despotisms It
haunts men like an evil genius, chills
their gayely. restrains their wit. casts
a shadow over their friendships, and
blights their domestic hearth The
freedom of a country may be measured
by its immunity from this baleful
agency Rulers who distrust their own
people must govern in a spirit of
absolutism, and suspected subjects
will be ever sensible of their
bondange."
In May's view, surveillance is not
neutral, but hostile, aggressive, and
intimidating.
and
modern
developments in photography and
television have made it more so
Armed surveillance is still worse, for
then the threat includes not just
official displeasure or even criminal
prosecution, but grievous injury and
violent death
The fear of police guns,
ostentatiously displayed or hidden in
cruiser trunks, will frighten all but the

hardiest from attending events likely
to attract police attention or
disapproval Naturally, these include
all large assemblies, those prone to
disorder, and those which oppose the
status quo
The University is supposed to be a
cauldron of intellectual and political
activity It stands apart from the rest
of society precisely because it
concentrates those with like interest in
the application of thought to human
problems, whether scientific, moral,
political or sociological
As a focus of controversy, the
University depends, even more than
the larger society, upon our heritage of
intellectual freedom and political
action Nothing threatens this fragile
environment more than armed menarmed men carrying ammunition
prohibited even in war
We deplore the inhumanity which
would prompt campus police to deploy
against us weapons calculated to cause
death or the greatest possible injury
and consequent suffering At whom
will these weapons be aimed but the
students of this campus'' For whom
are the bullets intended'' The violent
criminals that stalk our midst? We
think not; for even they would be
entitled to trial by jury, not trial by
ordeal--still less the "summary
judgment" which only the Deity can
reverse.
In our opinion, the police's very
desire for shotguns, flat-headed bullets
and other such weapons is proof
enough that they must not have them,
or any other deadly instrument
THEREFORE.
We ask the President and Faculty:
(11 to transfer control of the campus
police to the Student (iovernment
Association, retaining such funds as
may be necessary to pay unarmed
watchmen, if desired.
(21 to prohibit at once the use of
deadiy weapons on campus, and
i3> to determine what non-lethal
weapons are available and lo deploy
them instead
We ask the Genera! Assembly of
Ohio and the lily Council of Bowling
Green
ill to determine what weapons are
presently in use on the campus, which
have been used during the last several
years, and which are contemplated for
future use.
121 to determine the effecTs of these
weapons upon their victims.
(31 to prohibit by law the use of semiflatheaded bullets and other weapons
outlawed by treaty or international
custom.
I4I to prohibit the use of shotguns
and other unsuitable weapons on
campus or in college towns.
(5i to require that officers carry, in
addition to conventional firearms, nonlethal weapons of a type which
investigation reveals to be the most
suitable for local use
Finally, we ask the University police
to voluntarily abandon the use of
shotguns and other weapons presently
unknown to us. which vastly exceed the
danger they might reasonably be
expected to (ace Within a college
community, the role of police must be
life saving, life sustaining and an
abundant supply of technically
sophisticated
equipment-fire
aid,
para-medic and ambulance-stands
ready to help
Patrolmen should insist that the
University provide them with the
necessary training and equipment to
save lives, a most noble profession
Editor'% nor*. On page five ihttt is a
ballot included at paid advmrtiiomont
placed by Cifiiens for Campus
Disaimament
fore*
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Dorm starts 'free university'
By Carl Reaeasky
Editorial Editor

quarter, which has a
tendency to drag out."
explained Gregory S.
Blimling. Anderson Hall
director.

Anderson
Hall
has
initiated a free university
program designed to provide
Anderson residents with a
diversion from .winter
quarter doldrums.

BLIMUNG said the free
university was planned last
quarter by students and
staff.
Forms
were
distributed to Anderson
residents asking for course
ideas and volunteers to
teach, or recommendations
for course instructors
The courses were chosen
and teachers selected after
the returned forms were

There are 12 courses
offered in Anderson Hall's
Free
University
in
Residence
Program,
ranging from karate to a
sensitivity group
"There is a need for
stimulation during winter

evaluated by
interestea
students and staff.
Blimling said IS courses
were originally planned, but
three were scratched
because of a lack of student
interest.
"There was little response
for the ping-pong class, and
few signed-up for the
bartending and wine tasting
courses." he said

the
handling
and
consumption of alcoholic
beverages to any one under
21 years of age
"Those were also the only
two courses for which we
charged a fee." Blimling
said. "University money
can't be used to purchase
alcoholic beverages "

HE ADDED that one of
the main stumbling blocks
for the bartending and wine
tasting courses were state
liquor laws, which prohibit

He explained that some of
the equipment used in the
courses was donated by the
University, and the rest was
purchased with profits from
Anderson Hall's game room
Blimling said all courses

newsnotes •
Student rights
WASHINGTON
(APl -A
split
decision of the Supreme Court
enhancing the rights of students in
school suspension cases has drawn a
cool reaction from a school
principals' group but enthusiasm
from a teachers' organization
Many public school officials around
the country said the decision would
not substantially influence their
discipline procedures since most of
them have "due process" (or
students anyway Some said they
even permit students to bring
attorneys to disciplinary hearings
The court ruled 5 to 4 Wednesday
that schools must give the students
notice of the charges against them
and at least an informal hearing .mil
in most cases must do so before the
student is sent home

Mid East
BEIRUT. Lebanon I API-Palestinian guerrillas have announced a
crackdown on their extremist fringe
to avert a confrontation with the
Lebanese army and stem criticism of
their disciplinary problems.
Yasir Arafat's Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLOl said yesterday it
had arrested five guerrilla renegades
who fired rocks at the Lebanese army
garrison in Tyre

It did not say what punishment was
planned
Earlier the PLO had blamed the
Marxist Popular Front for the Liber
ation of Palestine iPFLPi for the
rocket attack
But a PF.LP spokesman denied
responsibility and claimed his group
had not handed over any of its
members for disciplinary action
However, the PFLP has threatened
retaliation against the Lebanese
army for an incident last week in
which three leftist guerrillas were
killed at a military checkpoint near
the Israeli border

Treaty signed
WASHINGTON
(AP)-A treaty
proposed by the United States SO
years ago to ban the use of poisonous
and other gases in warfare has been
signed by President Ford, making
this country the last major military
power to approve the pact
The treaty, long approved by more
than 100 nations, was first proposed
by the United States in reaction to the
use of gas in World War I
Agreement was reached among
representatives of 47 nations in
Geneva in 1925 and it was put into
force in 1928. although the United
States and Japan refused to ratify it.
The treaty, "the Geneva Protecol
of 19B." did not win Senate ratification until last Wednesday. A second
treaty known as the biological

weapons convention, was ratified,
which calls on nations "never in any
circumstances to develop, produce.
stockpile or otherwise acquire or
retain 'biological weapons' "

Oil profits
NEW YORK (AP)-Tbc worlds
biggest oil company. Exxon Corp.,
announced yesterday fourth quarter
after Ux earnings climbed 9 3 per
cent, capping a year in which
earnings rose 28 5 per cent
The quarter's nci income totaled
$860 million, or S3 84 a share,
compared with $787 million, or $3 51 a
share in the fourth quarter of 1973—
the time when Middle East producers
first slapped on their oil embargo,
and petroleum prices began their
upward spiral.

Unemployment
COLUMBUS tAPi-An emergency
measure to extend by an additional 13
weeks unemployment benefits to
some 20.000 jobless Ohioans was
headed yesterday for Go* James A
Rhodes after passage through the
legislature
The House passed yesterday the
unemployment compensation bill 1*4-0
and then heard introduction of an
$11 5 billion "starting vehicle" for a
new two-year stale budget
Rhodes is expected to give quick
approval to the unemployment bill.
the first legislation to cross his desk
since he took office Jan 13

are taught by students, with
the exception of a workshop
series and the sensitivity
group, which will be handled
by
the
University
Counseling Center and staff
members of the University
residence halls.

HE

EXPLAINED

the

program originally was open
only to Anderson Hall
residents, but later was
opened to all Harshman
Quad residents
There has been a good
response from the female
dorms." Blimling said. "01
course, some things appeal
to them more than othersnone of them have signed up
for weightlifting yet."
The overall response to
the program has been very
good. Blimling said He
estimated that more than
155 students have registered
for at least one of the
courses.
According to Blimling. a
campus-wide free university
program was conducted last
winter, but was relatively
unsuccessful
"If the free university Is
successful we plan to
continue it next winter
quarter, and perhaps even
this spring quarter." he
said

The picture tubjeet become the photographer yostorday, as Rick
Rataaitii, wphomot*.
B. A l clicks th. switch
of the Key photo box.
The box, located in
the Union Oval, was
used
to
gather
informal portraits lor
Iho 1975 Key.

Simon asks debt limit increase
WASHINGTON (AP)-Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon asked Congress
yesterday for an increase in
the federal debt limit to HkH
billion to help finance
federal budget deficits of $.15
billion this year and $50
billion next year
The increase would
amount to $109 billion, or 22
per cent, above the current
temporary debt ceiling of
$495 billion, which

scheduled
March 31

IN

to

ASKING

expire

on

FOR the

higher debt ceiling Simon
also spoke of dangers in
continued
heavy
government borrowing
"You make the request
and then put the most
masterful argument I ever
heard for not granting It,"
Rep Phil M Landrum (DGa) told him

Simon testified before the

House Ways
Committee

ULLMAN also told
newsmen that the debt limit

TERMS

EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

Use
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Master
Charge,
or
BankAmencard or we will set up convenient terms to suit your budget.

If you are not satisfied with your purchase, or it should be defective, we
will be happy to exchange it.

SERVICE

ALL MERCHANDISE

All merchandise is in factory sealed
cartons and fully guaranteed under
the manufacturers warranty with
local service.

No hidden charges...all freight is prepaid.
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QUIANA SPORT SHIRT
Quiana Sport Shirti, so luxurious you'd
n«ver suspect it's practical Fabulous quiana
m three solid colds, beige, powder blue and
yellow Fasy to color coordinate with slacks
or leisure suits Also, ultressa sport shirt in
beautiful prints at the same price reduction
Don l milt this opportunity to SAVE! Hurry!

MERCHANDISE
AVAILABILITY
We have almost anything you may
want in stock, ready for you to lake
with you However, if you have a
special request we will be glad to or
der it for you.
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"It would be unrealistic In
think that in their course
through the House and
Senate, the two wouldn't get
tired together." Ullman
said

GREAT '250,000
STOCK REDUCTION

FOR-OVER 15 YEARS DIXIE HAS BEEN A
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR TO AUDIO DEALERS! NOW YOU CAN DEAL WITH THE DEALER'S
DEALER!
10 LOT PRICES

bill likely would be merged
with another bill to force a
90-day delay in the
imposition of President
Ford's oil import tariffs
The purpose would be to
avoid a presidential veto of a
tariff delay bill

CONTINUING OUR

DIXIE WILL MEET OR BEAT
ANY PRICE FROM ANY
AUDIO CENTER IN THE
U.S.A.! IF YOU BUY ELSEWHERE WE BOTH LOSE!

In addition to our already low, low
prices, you can save even more on
items like Blank Tape if you purchase
in quantities of 10.

Means

COMMITTEE Chairman
Al Ullman ID-Ore I called
the debt limit request a
"shocking figure. It looks
like a fiscal system out of
control "
Oilman said he expects to
complete work on a debt
limit bill today.

NOBODY, BUT NOBODY UNDERSELLS DIXIE...EVER!
HI-FIDELITY
DISCOUNTS

and

CHARGE IT!
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(Corner of Monroe)
PHONE 474-0577
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Sfcrr Trek craze
sparks activities
Winter quarter may offer
lew activities to lure
atudenta out into the subtwo weatker Bat Ike
Student Activities Office is
organizing one sure thing to
tempt those hibernating
students away from their
television sets
Feb
23-27 has been
designated Star Trek Week
and will feature two
superstars from the growing
Star Trek cult.
Gene Roddenberry. the

creator-producer of the
show, will present "The
World of Star Trek" at t
p.m. Feb. 23 in the Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Leonard Nimoy. better
known as Star Trek
adventurer
Spock, will
speak at I p.m. Feb. 27. In
the Grand Ballroom. Union.
In addition to a
presentation on "Star Trek
Adventure." Nimoy will
■now a film containing
"bloopers" from episodes of

Resume, letters aid job hunt

BAS

been acclaimed for toe
special effects be has
achieved with Star Trek,
and is noted for the
scientific research that went
into the production.
Tom Robinson, a graduate
intern, It co-ordinating Star
Trek Week with the help of
representatives
from
faculty deparlmeati and
student orgaaixaUooa
The organizational group
is attempting to combine the
academic and entertainment aapeett of the
science fiction world to
create a weak that will be
unique in Its educational
purposes.

• from page on*
The University has a good
reputation that attracts a
large number of recruiters,
according to Galloway.
"We do not have the
reputation for drugs and
disturbances that some
other schools have. Right
now the University has the
best reputation of any school
in the state. It's all
positive." he said
What should a student do
to heighten the chance of
finding a job'1 According to
Galloway,
graduates
should:

-start looking for a job
immediately;
-be mobile and go where
the jobs are. avoiding highly
populated
areas and
university towns:
--emphasize minor
courses if their major field
is over crowded;
--investigate
the
possibility of taking
additional courses to
enhance job opportunities;
-go to as many campus
interviews as possible;
--send
letters
to
employers, have a good
resume, be aggressive when
looking for a job.

WOMEN states femenist issues
By Sherry Klrkeadall
The
struggles
of
minorities, the passage and
implementation of the Equal
Rights
Amendment,
government-supported
childcare with
parent
participation and Ike light
of women to control then
sexuality are jutt a few of
the issues of concern to
WOMEN.
WOMEN is described in
It's introductory newsletter
as an action-oriented
feminist organization based
on the University campus
that works for human
liberation from a feminist
perspective

WOMEN

MEMBERS

spoke about their organization, but requested their
names be withheld from
publication They explained
that in following the group's
philosophy, they did not
want to appear as elected
spokeswomen.
"Some of the specific
issues we support, although
without
unanimous
agreement, are the right of

people to choose their own
sexual partner and
subsequent life style, free
access to birth control and
Ihe right to choose abortion
and the elimination of sexist
discrimination
in
occupations." said one
member of the organization
While the majority of
members presently are
University
women,
membership is open to
anyone in the communitymen included.

relies on assistance from the
Student Activities office for
film
programs and
coalitions, as well as on
personal donations. This
year's budget includes $3,000
from the University Parents
Organization and Student
Activities.
Members
of
the
organization argue that
WOMEN should be funded
through the General Fee
Budget

"WOMEN
"OUR

ORGANIZATION

includes both radical and
moderate factions, but
basically we all have the
same
goals
and
philosophies,"
said one
feminist
"The only real
difference is how far we'll
go and by what channel
we're willing to use to reach
these goals.
"We have at present no
official
rank-and-file
membership list or dues."
she said. "If you're
interested in working with
us, you're automatically a
member."
Financially,
WOMEN

MAKE

UP

over half of the student body
and we believe a university
with the intercollegiate
athletic program we fund,
should be able to fund a
program which would
provide services and
programs to women both on
the campus and in the
community."
complained
one member.
She added that WOMEN'S
philosophy would create
changes beneficial to
everyone, male and female.
According to the group,
there is no formal structure
within WOMEN.
"The leadership hierarchy

mirrors the male dominated
institutions of society. We're
searching
for effective
organization without the
development of elitism and
power struggles." explained
the editor of the first
newsletter
With no formal officers,
the organization works in
committees to
plan
activities
"LAST YEAR most of our
energy was directed to one
weekend coalition." said one
member
"This year we
don't want to dissolve the
possibility of a coalition, but
we're interested in small
projects as well-maybe two
or three a month."
The content and number of
programs held would depend
on the response from overall
membership and the
number of persons willing to
work actively, according to
WOMEN members
A
spring Women's
Coalition is presently in the
planning stages It would
emphasize careers for
women, women in labor
unions, third world women.

older women, teenage
women and male liberation.
Other tentative programs
being planned for the rest of
academic year
include
programs by a gay feminist
organization
from
Cincinnati, a rape seminar,
poetry readings by local
female poets and a
performance by a feminist
theater group or feminist
rock group

-attend interviews
campus when possible.

off-

GALLOWAY said students
should also keep in touch
with the Placement Office
even after graduation and
try to get a summer job in
their major area of study.
Students seeking summer
jobs should contact
placement or the Office of
Student Employment, he
said
Prospective
teachers
should contact placement
during the summer, he
said "Over 60 per cent of
our teaching jobs come in
during July and August. We
received 187 teaching jobs
the Friday before Labor Day
last year."
Galloway said the
Placement Office is trying
hard to market the
University's graduates
Each of the five staff
members is on the road one

day each week calling on
employers. Galloway said
he hopes the staff can
expand so two full time
staffers can be traveling at
all times

OTHER

Blessed are those who save the News

PLACEMENT has held
2.680 counseling interviews
this year and 187 groups and
classes have received tips
on
job
strategy,
interviewing techniques and
letter and resume writing
Galloway said he hopes a
career planning course can
be formulated in one of the
colleges. The course would
be offered for credit and
would help students assess
their own interests and
abilities in order to make
wise career decisions, he
said

'Enter Laughing' gives
lots of 'solid laughter'
Review by Dan Dlugonski

WOMEN IS ALSO working
in conjunction with Crisis
Phone in establishing a Stop
Rape Alliance. Plans
currently being discussed
include a Rape Crisis
Center.
Tentatively, the center
would provide a 24-hour call
service, legal and medical
referrals and assistance for
raped women, self defense
courses and work to change
the prevailing rape laws and
attitudes
"Our main effort is to
educate
and
raise
consciousness."' said one
woman.
"Hopefully, this
will attract potential
members to our causes."

placement

programs to aid graduates
in finding jobs include:
--exchanging
job
vacancies with 16 other
universities.
-mailing placement
previews to prospective
employers listing all
graduates from every
college in the University,
-sending letters to alumni
and parents
for job
referrals:
--Focus,
a
weekly
publication which goes to all
residence halls and
department
chairmen
listing employment trends
and conditions, and.
--Falcon
Network,
including 300 alumni in

every state and major city
who advise placement on job
opportunities, the cost of
living and conditions
housing in their particular
areas.
Galloway said University
President Hollis A Moore
Jr. sent letters to ISO school
systems inviting them to
continue to recruit here

What's so hilarious about a nice Jewish boy
who wants to be an actor'' This is the basic
plot of Joseph Stein's Enter Laughing." the
current University theatre production
Surrounding Dave, the main character, are
many familiar people, such as a coddling
Jewish mother, a mindless girlfriend and an
alcoholic ham actor
There is little reason for further analysis
of this show Its purpose and message is
laughter and there is little to the script
beyond the jokes
On the whole, Ihi cast does their job with
unlimited energy and clockwork timing
Hopefully, they will resist the temptation to
over do some of the show's particularly
uproarious scenes
AS DAVE. Nicholas Ruggeri. senior i Ed I,
gives a careful,
well-controlled
performance Perhaps at moments his
deliberateness overpowers the character,
but he is in command and easily bears the
responsibilities of the starring role
Perhaps the funniest character is Marvin.
Dave's gangly and enthusiastic buddy I'hil
Meyer, freshman IB A I, plays the role with

welk coordinated exaggeration and lack of
inhibition
Lyons Wentworth. graduate student, and
Thomas Neiheiser. senior lA&Sl. as Dave's
parents, come the closest of anyone in the
cast to being pure stereotypes. Nevertheless,
they get their laughs
Graduate student Peter Hauser's sets
perfectly fit the show's tone and exhibit
more ingenuity than any of this year's
productions
As MUCH of the action takes place on
small platforms, the performers actions
must be well thought out and coordinated
The last scene in the machine shop, for
example, is so full of momentum in a
cramped space, it seems something must
break
Sure, theater is supposed to be
intellectually stimulating, but what's wrong
with two hours of fairly solid laughter,
especially in these troubled times''
Enter Laughing' runs through Saturday
at the Joe E Brown Theatre in University
Hall The show which is sold out. begins at 8
p m

DURDEL'S WAREHOUSE SALE r
GREAT EASTERN SHOPPING CENTER

3 BIG DAYS
FRI.-JAN. 24
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SUN.-JAN. 26
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Magician creates tricks
to fund college career
ByVlcklJokMoa
There are many dilferent
ways for students to work
their ways through college,
but working as a proles
sional magician is rather
unusual.
Yet Jerry ArgeUinger. a
doctoral candidate in
theater at the University,
said be uses his talent for
performing magic as a
means of continuing his education
"It was not meant to be."
ArgeUinger said, "but it
literally put me through
school ."
He said there are only
about six or seven performing magicians in the area,
and only two that do numerous shows
ARGETSINGER was
recently named Magician of

the Year of Northwestern
Ohio by the International
Brotherhood of Magicians
He has also been selected as
Master of Ceremonies at the
Columbus Magic Fest. in
Columbus, where he will
perform closeup magic in
addition to the featured
stage act for fellow magicians
The acts Argetsinger
develops are not like most
other magicians.' he said.
because he did not study
other magicians' performances while he was first
learning magic
Calling himself a "selfmade magician." Argetsinger said he received no
formal training in magic
Some of his tricks are original and many have been
published in trade maga
lines or books about magic
practice, he said

local briefs
Artists program

ARGETSINGER. who has
been performing on stage
since he was 11 years old.
has made some mistakes
along the way He said his
method of learning and perfecting his tricks was
"getting in front of an audience and doing it wrong

The Northwest Ohio Art Education Association will hold
its annual meeting at 9 am Saturday in 204 Fine Art*
Bldg This year's theme is. "Art, Artisti and their
Community."
Teachers will discuss problems and processes of a
university art school as well as ways in which art teachers
can become involved in community projects
Hottes DeHays. assistant professor of art. will be the
keynote speaker
Persons interested in attending the meeting should
contact Ralph Warren assistant prolessor of art. at J7J2786

Being a magician. Argetsinger explained, has its
good and bad points The
necessary traveling involved
with performing is one
reason why he does not
depend on it as the only
source of income He added
that the life of a full-time
magician does not leave
much room for a good
family life
Argetsinger works in the
University costume shop
with his wile. Gail, who has
become well known for her
costuming talents

Computers
A J17.197 grant has been awarded to the University to
conduct a Summer Institute in Computer Science for
secondary school teachers
The institute will be held during June 16-July 3 and will
be co-directed by Dr Lee Miller and Dr. Joyce Statz.
faculty members in the computer science department
The institute is designed to train teachers with little or
no experience in computing and will help participants in
developing their own curricula and programs for use in
their classes
Secondary teachers interested in the program should
write to Dr Statz or Dr Miller, in care of the department
of computer science, for further information

Karma services vary
By Marylyu Hewitt
The two students sat on
the floor and wept as they
watched their friend shake
and sweat uncontrollably
He was suffering from a
drug overdose
A KARMA volunteer
walked into the room and
took the young man back to
KARMA Three hours later,
the volunteer told the man's
friends he was going to
make it
KARMA is a non-profit
project of the city's Committee on Drug Problems.
Inc and designed to provide
services to anyone in Wood
County who is concerned
with drug use and abuse-and those for whom drug use
or abuse has become a
problem
The name KARMA, an
Eastern word meaning fate
or destiny, was selected
with the intent of generating
"good fate or destiny." for
those using the center's services, according to a pamphlet about KARMA Its
motto is "We care about
people"
KARMA operates only on
a first-name basis when

dealing with drug problems,
so they have requested that
their names be withheld
from publication
THE CENTER at S25 Pike
St.. across from the Administration Building, is open 24
hours a day. seven days a
week The phone number
will change Feb 23 from
352 BACK to »2 ALSO
Crisis Phone is connected
by an intercom line to help
with certain personal and
family problems which
KARMA receives, a volunteer said
According to volunteers.
KARMA provides a number
of services.including
-an informational service
about alcohol, drugs, (acts,
legal aspects and referral
agencies.
-intervention and referral
for drug crisis problems and
other crisis problems.
-short-term
counseling
and referrals about drug or
non-drug related problems
-a library containing
more than 200 books and
pamphlets for school work
general information or leisure reading,
-speakers for educational
programs, consultation programs and concerts.

Woodwind quintet

-a legal drug analysis and
disposal service
ABOl'T SO tr.uned volunteer counselors, from 18-50
years old. work four hours
each week
They must each participate in a 16-hour training
session to learn about drugs,
the handling of a drug crisis,
and how to help persons with
any problem They learn by
role-playing and listening to
other counselors explained
one volunteer
According to the volun
trti the ability to listen and
think fast while on the tele
phone, an inUres) in helping
other people and a thorough
knowledge of drugs are
necessary qualities of a good
K A It MA worker
A counselor must never
let his own feelings and attitudes about drugs interlere
with helping a client, she
added
KARMA. IN operation
since September 1972.
received about 2.000 calls
(or help last year
KARMA is funded by the
Ohio Bureau of Drug Abuse,
the Wood County Board of
Mental Ketardalion and
donations from community
members

Talented
trickster

City police buy new cars;

The first few weeks of January are a dull time in the
record industry The massive pre-t 'hnstmas rush leaves the
various record labels with practically nothing to release
early in the new year
The problem is compounded by the knowledge that most
of the persons interested in buying records either got their
fill during the holidays, or are still struggling to catch up on
the holiday releases
Those who are in this latter category and who also happen
to love gritty rock and roll, should put Johnny Winter's
"John Dawson Winter III" somewhere near the top of their
shopping lists.
THIS RECORD was part of that pre-Christmas
merchandising campaign For some reason, however, it
seems that it did not attract the attention it deserved.
This is unfortunate, since this new Winter album is a
tremendous exercise in straightforward rock and roll
"John Dawson Winter III" is not a particularly surprising
album. Anyone who is familiar with Winter's music should
know what to expect here
There is no subtlety, no attempt at innovation, or even
imagination. It is just heavy-handed-high energy rock that
draws its appeal from Winter's sheer musical muscle
A LOOK AT THE titles on side one indicates that Johnnyis •till one of the most dedicated rockers in America today
"Rock and Roll People." "Golden Days of Rock and Roll"
and "Raised on Rock" are included. Let's face it. It is
difficult to get more basic.
Side two shows Johnny more in the role he originally
chase: a low-down Texas bluesman
The songs catch much of the flavor of Johnny's first
Columbia album. One song in particular. "Lay Down Your
Sorrows." snows that Johnny still knows more about power
blues than a dozen English boogie bands
AS BASIC AS this album is in its scope, it could easily
have been an artistic disaster. Fortunately Johnny's voice
and guitar work have the power to command attention and
some measure of respect.
It is good to know that there is someone around who not
only still likes basic rock, but is good enough at playing it to
make it interesting

•••

Turning to the trickle of albums that have been relased
since Christmas, one of the most notable is Man's "Slow
Mation."
Man is a Welsh rock and roll band. It has been active since
190). and a look at the import racks at any record store will

Music concert

charge traffic offenders
The Bowling Green Police Department
will be receiving two police-packaged
Cornets from Bob Sams Dodge within 30
days, according to l.t. Galen L Ash of the
city police
Chief of Police C W Shall and Director of
Safety Howard Kulter decided Tuesday lhal
even though the Dodge price was not the
lowest of the new car dealers' offers, it w.is
the only oiler that included the police
package which was needed. Ash explained
The cars will include heavy-duty
suspension, cooling system and vinyl scats in
addition to tinted glass and radio suppression
that eliminates static.
II the department finds there is enough
money left in the temporary budget. Ash said
permission will be sought from city council
to collect bids on another car to replace one
which is reaching 35.000-40.000 miles
An accident on North Main Street in Iron!
of the Kentuckv Fried Chicken restaurant

Winter's newest rock release
reflects sheer musical muscle
Review by David Fandray

Using foam rabbits as assistants, Jerry ArgeUinger doctoral
candidate in theater, performs magic shows. Recently,
Argetsinger was named Magician of the Year.

reveal a surprising number of releases from the band But
for some unknown reason Man has had little impact on the
American market
I FIND THE situation both surprising and disappointing
This band is simply too good to be ignored in these days of
rock and roll mediocrity
"Slow Motion" is a continuation and slight extension of
the work Man did on its last impressive effort, "Rhinos,
Winosand Lunatics."
This means that it is a stylistically diverse album, highly
reminiscent of Wishbone Ash's best efforts The music runs
the range from up-tempo English boogie, to some
experiments with synthesized art rock, to basic acoustic
pieces
Of course, none of these styles are new. Man succeeds in
making them sound fresh, however, primarily because of
the considerable talents of the band's two guitarists. Mickey
Jones and Deke Leonard
These two musicians give each track a feeling of subtlety
and melody that never fails to be surprising, but always
complements the song perfectly
"SLOW MOTION" is another one of those albums for
listeners who still want to like rock and roll, but are tired of
the same old thing from the same old artists.

•••

Those who do not even wish to like rock and roll anymore
have a viable alternative in the rapidly expanding horizons
of rhythm and blues and jazz
These two musical genres are not only expanding their
own boundaries, but are rapidly approaching a vital new
fusion of energies
Tower of Power is currently pushing its music into these
new directions, and the result is exciting.
"URBAN RENEWAL," the band's latest album, comes
close to realizing the dream of a viable jazz/rock fusion It
gives the listener the chance to hear what Al Kooper was
trying to accomplish years ago. when he put together the
jazz rock prototype. Blood. Sweat and Tears I BS&T).
What distinguishes Tower of Power from BS&T and
Chicago is the funkiness and drive of its rhythm section. The
horn arrangements are not that exciting in themselves, but
the fashion in which they punch out the emphasis on each
song's fundamental rhythm pattern is impressive.
The motion created by this interplay of the rhythm and
horn sections makes it impossible to sit still while listening
to any of the album's jp-tempo songs
The horn rection works equally well on the album's many
soft songs. Here, it's sensitive embellishment of Lenny
Williams' creates a pleasing, sweet sound that reminds me
of the best of BSAT and Chicago in their mellower moods.

Wednesday sent one man to the hospital with
minor injuries
Thomas K.berly. 27. of I71ti ('lough St was
a passenger in a car driven by Harold
McCarty oi tm Lafayette Ave Eberly
sustained a laceration to his lorehead when
McCarty s car was struck by a vehicle driven
li\ (ii etchen Mikaskins. 36. ol WesUm
Eberly was treated and released at Wood
County Hospital
Mikaskins was cited lor failure to yield
right ol way when making a left turn She
will appear in Municipal Court Monday.
David J Tullis. 19. of 539 S. Main St. was
arrested late Wednesday night for driving
while under the influence of alcohol He was
picked up police on Court Street at North
Main
Tullis appeared in Municipal Court
yesterday morning, but the case was
continued until Thursday He is being held in
the county jail

Close-up
Magazine
Monday
BARGAIN PRICES
ADULTS $1.00

aifLJEJQl!
NOW PLAYING
EVES. 7:15 & 9:30

The Bowling Green Woodwind Quintet will demonstrate
various instruments, perform music and answer questions
at 4 30 p m today in 217 Johnston Hall during a "Meet the
Artists" program
The program, program, sponsored by the University's
Creative Arts Program, is Iree and open to the public
Quintet members include College of Musical Arts
faculty John Bentley. oboe. Edward Marks, clarinet;
David Melle, flute. .Herbert Spencer. French horn, and
Robert Moore, bassoon

The College of Musical Arts has scheduled one public
concert and canceled another due to the performer's
illness
Violist Bernard Linden will present a concert at 8 p.m
tomorrow in Recital Hall. School of Music A Sunday
concert featuring faculty member Frances Burnett has
been canceled
Dr Linden will be assisted by College of Musical Arts
faculty members Kay Moore, piano, and John Bentley.
jboe

The classical concert Is open to the public at no charge

Ward meeting
A public meeting is scheduled lor 7:30 p.m Monday at
Crim Elementary School to review plans for proposed 2nd
Ward improvements
City officials will meet with area property owners.
residents, and other interested citizens to discuss the road
improvement projeel

PACE deadline
Today at 1 p.m is the last time this month students can
take the Professional Administrative Career
Examinations (PACEI. The test will be in the Dogwood
Suite. Union.

Congratulations!
To our new Gamma Phi Beta Actives!
Diane Kaylor
Gail Karson
Leslie King
Ruth Knott
Diana Leaping
Jo Ellen Locher
Kathy Robinson
Pat Rogel
Judy Schneider
Sue Snow

Sue Bennett
Carol Byerly
Laura Cosentino
Bev Deem
Barb Flodin
Marilyn Fries
Liz Galpin
Becky Games
Cheryl Hackett
Karen Hirka

SAT..SUN. MATINEES2P.M.

Abbydoesntneed
a man anymore...

For the safety of the campus and
the consciences of its patrolmen,
we ask that all guns be removed
from our campus; that non-lethal
weapons be supplied in their
place; and that power be
delegated to the student body In
the control of campus police.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Please collect 10 signatures and return or mail
to 405 Student Services Building with the petition.
Citizens for Campus Disarmament

•»*• d/The M Nnn, Matey, Jarwewy 34, 1*7S

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
(.*» J> U.Aw».1-

New BFA degree offered
ByDenKabec
Graduate students are no
loafer the only students eh
gtele to earn a degree In
creative writing
The University is now
offering a Bachelor of Fine
Art* (BFA) degree In creative writing.
According to Howard L.
McCord. profeaior of
English and director of the
Creative Writing Program.

the degree is one of the first
In the country which focuses
on developing the undergraduate's writing skills in
fiction and poetry.
"The degree,
which
Includes a creative writing
major and minor, was Inatituted by the Master of Fine
Arts Committee of the
English
department
to
satisfy the undergrads who
were becoming increasingly
Interested in the creative

LICK'S PARTY
ICE ARENA LOUNGE
JAN. 25, 1975
6*30-11:30
$130 per person

McCord

UNTIL THIS FALL, the
University offered only a
Master of Fine Arts degree
in creative writing. McCord
said the success of the
graduate program helped to
produce an interest in creative writing among undergraduates.
Four creative writing
courses, which must be
taken in sequence, are
required In the BFA
program These are writing
workshops
which offer
supervision and discussion
of the student's work.

"By the time a student
reaches the most advanced
course, he should be writing
publlshable
material,"
McCord said.
"The workshop courses
allow the young writer a
chance to work in a community of writers," hr
explained
"Although we
want the student writer to
be individualistic, we can
still see that this contact
many times serves as a
stimulus to his own creativity.
"The courses also offer as
much expertise in the area
of fiction and poetry as is
possible," McCord added

$2.50 per couple

FREE Food, Refrtihments, Entertainment,
Door Prizes
For Tickets: Pole Schmrtz - 3544074
Mike Brancheau • 352-1825

CINEMA I

writing field."
explained.

NOW PLAYING

CLASSIFIEDS
GET
RESULTS

1st WEEK OF A
FOUR WEEK RUN!

The student-depending
whether be Is a major or
minor-must also take a
certain number of hours of
related literature courses.
THE GENERAL requirements for the creative
writing major are mostly
within the School of Fine
Arts
A student selects
courses from a list of elec
lives based on bis individual
needs and interests This
program requires a minor.
"We started with nothing
and now have about 40
undergraduates who have
declared creative writing as
their major," McCord
explained. "Next quarter
(spring) we will probably
have to split one of our
upper level creative writing
courses because so many
students want to take it."
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We are n t r aponslMe for mistakes

lea ootlfied on first day of insertion

Male roommate winter/spring
SSOmo Directly across from
campus. 352-8347
The First United Methodist Church will hold a general session
tonight at 7 JO at the church which is located at IMS E. Wooster
Small group meetings will follow.

1 m to share 3 bdrm. apt. 352
SMI

All Jewish Studenu 4 Faculty are invited to celebrate the Sabbath
In Prout Chapel »t»30 p.m.

S male roommates to share
apts Close to campus. SS0/mo.
CaU38S-4»l6

The Campus Bridge Club will bold a Duplicate match In the Capitol
Room of the Union Sunday. Jan. 2* Play starts at 1:30 and Is open
to any experienced bridge player who brings or arranges for a
partner.
There will be a sign-up until Jan. Jl for co-ed volleyball intra
murals. Participants may be any graduate student, or faculty
member of BGSU. Information li team forms may be picked up at
the graduate assistants of (ice In the mens' bldg.. Rm SOS.

Balfour
Ring Day
Thurs., Jan. 30th
SPECIAL DEALS AT

THE DEN
1432 E. Wooster

ADMISSION FOR "GOLDEN GUN"
ADULTS $Z00 - CHILD $1.00
SAT. * SUN. MATINEES • ALL
SEATS JUST $1.00

Congratulations
to our 1975
Gamma Phi Beta Officers

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIESI
ALL SEATS 4.00
FROM IHE COMPANY THAT GAVE YOU "THE SCHOOL QRIS

3 ..__

President - Ann Clark
vice-President - Carol Frederick
Recording Sec. - Margaret Bongey
Corresponding Sec. Evelyn Dombrowski
Treasurer - Cornne Hughes
Asst. Treasurer - Leslie King
Chapter Development - Char Steris
Scholarship - Judy Schneider
Pledge Trainer - Kathy Baker
Asst. Pledge Trainer - Sue Matoney
Membership - Carol Beth Wentling
Asst. Membership • Barb McKee
Social Chairman • Barb Snyder
Activities - Laura Cosentino
Senior Pan-Hal - Joan Ditch
Junior Pan-Hal . Kathy Robinson

Permanent Pan-Hel Alt. Jo Ellen Locher
House Chairman - Carol Byerly
Stewardess • Lori Childs

Old Officers
thanks for a job
well done!
****■

The Phi Alpha Theta. History Honorary will meet In Rm. US of the
Ed. Bldg. tonight at I. The movie will be "The Fall of the Roman
Empire", starring Alex Guineas * Sophia Loren Donations
Sign-ups lor any students interested In applying for orientation
leader interviews should meet in Rm. *06 <A the Student-Services
Bldg .today from Sam. to noon, and lpm. toSp.m
Saturday. January tt, 1*75
Calendar for The First United Meth Church ISM will be a
Women's Luncheon in the fellowship hall Also at 1200 wiU he a
Men's Luncheon in the parlor. 7.00 p.m. will be a general session
followed by small group msatlnge.
Open Photography Lab. Rm SSI of the Tech. Bldg. I am to S p.m.
Open to the BGSU Academic Community Chemicals are supplied
Bring your own print paper A fee of 150 will be charged to your
bursar's bill for each session
Sunday, January M. Ifli
The First United Meth Church. IMS E. Wooster. 9 30 will be
Sunday School 1 early church 11 00 wiU be the second church
service.
Tryouts for the International Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament
will take the form of a Duplicate Match, sponsored by the Union
Activities, to start promptly at 1 • 00 in the River Room of the Union.
Sunday. January St. The winning pair will be tent, all eipenses
paid, to the Regional Tournament in Central Michigan on February
7lhandsth.

PERSONALS
Bigs. Littles Order Valentine
flowers from ALD.
Have a Ball at the Masked Bsll
for STUDENTS ONLY in the
home of "DIE FLEDERMAl'S" Tuesday. February 11 at I p.m. In Main Auditorium For details, call 2-2045

HELP WANTED
Business Opportunity Looking
for ambitious, personable individual to operate campus
photographic business. Offers
opportunity to aae and
develop full range of manage
ment and marketing skills. Excellent profit potential. We have
the system, experience, and the
desire to help. For more info,
call collect, peraon-to serin
Dan Hays. <«t) M7-f>«7. or
write Candid Color Systems.
Bos am Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 7S1SS

tumeuamMMB
Need a place to party? Try the
American Legion Hall In the
park For Info call!

Esperieaced

typlat,

die-

seruUons. theses, term papers.
Ploae 3*3-l**S alter «pm
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER. Guaranteed safety
for your kike with Inside
storage. Only 110 BUR 310 N
Mala. 3*4-5*40
Theses typing SM-TSSk

Indian

Leslie: We're ROARINGLY
proud to have you as an active
sister. Congrats' LfcL. ADP1
Slaters
Although pledging can be a real
crunch, we're glad to be part of
Ike AX bunch. Love, the
faatasllcSS
Congratulations to the newly
appointed Delta Zeta officers.
Best wishes with your new jobs.
BETAS: Ready to play HIGH
ROLLERS Saturday night?
Beta Little Diamonds: Con
gratalationa on your ActlvationThe Brothers of Beta Theta Pi
Delta Zetaa • Gel ready for a
BETA bumping good lime
tonight!!
J_
The Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epslloa cordially Invite all
Interested woman to Little Sis
Rush. To sign-up. please call

Typing done-SU-TSO.
TYPING DONE. 3M-0H4

either OT-im or STS-JHs.

WANTED
M. to share apt: call Dave 351
T**»arDkfcSHe»7* after*.

Luey - Here's what you wanted.
lady. See you tomorrow night
Bill.

M roommate te snare S bdrm.
bouse llM/m
after* p.m.

OaagratuUUoas Nick ea being
named to ODK honorary
fraternity The Schmigmas

Apt la •ablet
tMB/mo.

sjjn,, CM s are going to ski
for some good

spring

qtr.

Snow tires E 78 14 Almost new
352-7205
'

1*61 Buick Skylark Best oiler
Call. 372-6509

Breakfast will never be the
same, thanks Alpha Phi's, the
D.U.s.

Computational Services will meet la Rm. SM of the Math-Science
Bldg at 4-00 Winter Quarter Seminars on FORTRAN
FORMATTING

ReVox. Advent. AR. Empire,
afternoons. 214 Napoleon Rd
No.B.

Abortion Information • Finest
Medical care available at the
lowest cost. Immediate appointments. Toll free 1-90O4SS-J710

Monday, January ST.ICT

Monday. January 27.1*75

FOR SALE

Girls 26 in bike Call 3S2 70*8
after 7 30 pm
.;

Authentic American
Jewelry SS4-744S

The City of Bowling Green will hold a public meeting to discuss
proposed second Ward improvements tonight at 7:SO at Crim
Elementary School.

Congratulations Joel and Carol
on your engagement tP(S
Don't think you're immune -to
the "chair" Joel!)
[_

Abortion Information Service
Starting rate 1125 Clinic very
close to area. 1-S4 weak
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Modern techniques and finest
facilities. Immediate arrangements will be made with no
hassle Call collect. 24 hour
service. 1-IHHS1-1S67

Worship service, Orthodox Christian Fellowship. «:M p.m.. Sunday.
St John's Episcopal Church. 1S06E Wooster St.

IV Office of Student Employment will be meeting in the Croghan
and Perry Rooms of the Union from • a.m. to i p.m Camp
Whanowin of Ontario. Canada will Interview for summer Jobs.

Look out "Ben", the
Schmigmas are craving for
another chairing. Congratulations Diane and "Ben" on
your Alpha Xi and Kappa Sig
engagement.

1969 VW Fastback. new paiat
job. recently retuned 11195*0
or best offer 24M MPG 3»
mi.
•

The Sailing Club will meet In Rm SOS of Hayes Hall at 7 00 tonight
Open to all. Everyone interested in sailing Spring Quarter should be
attending club meetings now.

The Office of Student Employment will be meeting in the Capital
and River Rooms of the Union from 9 am to I p.m. Grand Canyon
National Park will Interview for summer lobs.

times this weekend at their
formal.

BEE GEE HEALTH SPA SEZ
Bring your ID and
Weil make you an offer
You can't refuse.
It's even better for those
of you with 4D passes.
71h t High SU 354-7171

BOARD EXAM TUTORING
Stanley Kaplan tutoring courses
for May 1975 MCAT exam
Classes held in Cleveland For
info call 313 344-00*5 or write
21711 W
10 Mile Road
Soulhfleld. Mich 4*07V

The BGSU Karate Club will meet today at 5S0 la the Aud of SL
Thomas More Pariah.

t»-

1S7S Capri 4 cyl. 4 spd. Many
extras Excellent condition SSI**q
:

1970 Karmen Ghia Call after
4:00. SM-8317
I
Two Ultra Linear 300 speakers.
two yean old. 30 watts ItMS
maximum power Doug. 39J72*7

*-

1973 Vega excellent cond Goad
commuter car 21-2S MPG Best
offer SM-404S
:__
Panasonic car stereo radio 1975
model - small enough for glove
compartment Best offer. Call
after 3 pm K2-0958 Ask for
Terry.
■
10 speed • 3 months old.
excellent condition Concord
"Freedom Ten" model. New
J175 must sacrifice »135 Call
Steve. 372-1514
1972 AUDI I00LS white with red
interior, air. stereo. 4 spd. 20-24
MPG 3300 or best offer Doug.
372-4*34
KofUck Ski boot 120. men's
7vun 354-10*3
YAMAHA *-50 GUITAR - less
than a year old - in excellent
condition, w case and strap asking 170 or best offer Call
•M-7323 after 5 30 Ask for Rick
Jr.
FOR RENT
Sublease - 2 bdrm apt 185 mo
SM deposit Sat Sun 352-5371 or
leave message Winthrop South
office
'
Cherry HiU Village leasing
Club house with indoor heated
pool. Office hours 9-5 M-F *53
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 352-6341,
Preferred Property Rentals.
Houses and Apartments 362

m.

Apt, avail Feb. 1 Call 353-0393
We have many apartments and
bouses for rent for summer and
fall Call Newlove Realty - SU73*1
*
1 bedroom apartment at
Campus. Couple Available US
IS month lease. SIM/mo 3*2
MB or 3*2-73*5, evenings

*May, January 34. 1 f 73, TS. M Nm/T^ 7

Host Central tomorrow

Grapplers face strong foe

;

£

By Jerry Maick
Assistant Sports Editor
;...,Boasting (our wrestlers
with 10 or more victories
•! each, a tough Central Michi;' gan wrestling team invades
;! Anderson Arena tomorrow
' for a 2 p.m dual meet
The Chippewas finished
second in the last year's
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) meet, and dumped

the Falcons. M-3. in a dual
meet in 1974
"I CERTAINLY hope we
can improve on last year's
meet."
Bowling Green
coach Bruce Bellard said
"It was definitely our
poorest match last season
This year. I think they are
the best team in the
league
The Chippewas are 2-1 in

dual meets, after falling to
perennial MAC mat powerhouse Ohio University, 25-12
CMU placed second in the
Cleveland State University
quadrangular meet and won
the Michigan Collegiate
meet.
Seven of the 10 CMl:
starters are ranked among
the top six in the league The
meet's top match tomorrow
pits BGs Pat Welfle (4-1 >
against defending MAC
champion Doug Mosley (142) at 190 pounds

the 126-pound match, and
Chlppewa ace Pat Quinlan
15-31 will face either Tim
Whittaker
or
Jack
Pequignot at 134 pounds
Falcon junior Joe Kosch.
off to a slow 11-3-11 start this
season after placing third in
the MAC last season, locks
up with Gary Peters (1S-2)
in one of the meet's tougher
matches
OTHER FACE-OFFS are
BGs Gale Williams vs.
Charlie Wells (9-6) at ISO
pounds:
Falcon Tony
Giamello vs
freshman
Mark Daify (4-6) at 158
pounds and BG senior Mike
Metting vs Ken Moore (1441 at 167 pounds
Moore and teammate Bob

A JUNIOR. Welfle leads
the Falcons in both wins and
takedowns
Mosley. a
senior, has a well-earned
reputation for aggressive
wrestling
Bowling Green will have
the healthiest lineup they
have had since Christmas as
they try to halt a threematch losing streak
At 118 pounds, senior
Kevin Dick returns after a
hand injury to meet CMl's
Mike Boucher 110-8).
Central is expected to forfeit

Ankney. who is 15-5 at 177
pounds, are junior college
transfers who qualified for
the nationals meet last year.
Facing Ankney is Falcon
freshman Joe Rafalowski,
who replaced senior Dave
Nieset this week. Nieset. a
four-year letterman. will not
complete the season
According to a doctor's
report, repeated injuries to
his shoulder may result in
permanent danage if he
continues to wrestle.
In the day's final match.
BG heavyweight Dan Stokes
faces Ed Hosey. who
competed at 177 pounds last
season
The match is the first of
eight consecutive home
matches for the Falcons

See weekend sports results
.
COntrOl

Monday in close-up

Falcon senior Kevin Did (right) workl la hoop Mi WawWWW
Ontario opponent under control during BG » season oponor
1
°" mon,h Di<1' wi" "• '" '"• I'neup tomorrow wham rrka
Falcons face a tough Control Michigan Mam at 1 p.m. lei
Anderson Arena (Nowsphoto by Jeriy Monk)

Tankers host Northern Illinois
record clocking of 10 16 in
the 1000 yard
freestyle
against Ashland last week,
the Falcon distance quartet
has outpointed the opposition, 49-24. in the 500 and
1000-yard freestyle events
this season

By Pete Engleturt
Staff Writer
If Falcon swimming coach
Tom Stubbs' assessment of
tomorrow's 130 pm meet
with Northern Illinois University i Nil)) at the Natatonum is correct, then the
meet should be a showdown
between BGs distance
talents and the Huskies
sprint strength

Falcon hoopttei Barb Britton (right) attempts a
layup in earlier season action. The undefeated
women cagers will play Kent State tomorrow.
(Newsphoto by Ed Suboi

DELICIOUS
LASAGNA
DINNERS

Stubbs is confident that his
distance foursome of Dave
Ryland. Jon Watts, Jeff
McFarland
and Dean
Ackron is capable of contin
uing the Falcon's three
meet win streak The streak
has upped the tankers'
season record to 3-1. while
NIU brings a 3-3 slate into
the contest
■• •■■•
'
LED BY Ryland's school

In addition to Ityland's
record, the fourth best time
in the Mid-American Conference (MAC i this year. Watts
and McFarland have each
posted their best times ever
in the distance events
NIU will also be weak in
the distance events with the
loss ol versatile Mark
Voisard. who became academically ineligible at the
beginning of the quarter
Voisard was the number two
NW asinfgetter a year ago
in addition to being their
most valuable swimmer

WHILE STUBBS is confi
dent ol his distance unit, he
is leary about the Falcon's
chances in the sprint events
Although NIU coach Orb
Kersten has 12 lettermen
returning from last year's
squad, the main reason
behind Stubbs' doubts is the
presence of NIU's Greg
Jeffers in the 50 and 100yard freestyles
Jeffers'
school record 21 9 clocking
in the 50-yard freestyle, the
second best time in the
conference this year, is
nearly two seconds better
than BGs best sprint time
He has also posted a 49 2 in
the 100-yard freestyle
"We'd have to get a signifigant drop in lime to challenge them in the sprints."
Stubbs said.
Stubbs is equally worried

2.49
Our own dilxigiu Ilsjjno igkti ll ordtr »ilh ggilii
brrod ni a lo.onii bland ol rirh itiiui imoHiind
in sau(« IUIH) your own iolod tea

"We could be down 14-0
just from the two relays."
Stubbs said. But. I think
our 400 freestyle relay will
give them more competition
than some may think."
THE DIVING competition
should be a stand-off with
the Falcons matching Kurt
Seibenick and Jed Cole
against the Huskies' Jim
Reynolds Reynolds recently
qualified for the NCAA
finals when he recorded
352 90 points in a meet.

■. i
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L W00STER across from football stadium
• W00DVILLE ID, Oregon
• ALEXIS C TREMAINSVILLE
• SECORotDORR
• HEAIHERDOWNS at EASTGATE

BG night set
The Cleveland Cavaliers National Basketball Association
game with the Kansas City-Omaha Kings, slated lor Feb. 8
at the Richfield Coliseum, has been designated as "BGSU
NightBowling Green alumni, family and friends are invited to
attend a special pre-game party at 6 p.m. with a cash bar.
The basketball game follows at 8 p m.
Admission is $5 per person. Reservations can be made by
calling Larry Weiss, assistant director of alumni services
at 372-2189

Save

The

News

THK HUTT-H
PET SH( )F>
1011 S. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN, O.

"DIE FLEDERMAUS"
TUES. FEB. 11 - STUDENT NIGHT - 8 P.M.
MAIN AUDITORIUM

ON A LARGE NUMBER OF

ADMISSION $2.50 - ALL SEATS
AVAILABLE 109 JOHNSTON HALL - OR AT DOOR

FISH AND PLANTS

FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED
NONE RESERVED '

PH. 352-8459
AMERICAS FAVORITE PIZZA

and that will hurl them."
Stubbs said "Even if they
manage to win. they'll only
gain one point in those
events. I'm sure if they win.
we'll at least get second and
third"

Have A Fling With —

.

-l';V.-4rV

said he believes the BG
depth will enable the
Falcons to take the other
events.
"They don't have a second
man in the butterfly, backstroke or the breaststroke.

If pre-meet predictions for
the distance and sprint
events are correct, Stubbs

LAST CHANCE!
i

PENNY SALE
$

about the Falcon chances in
the two relays The NIU 400yard freestyle relay unit has
posted a 3 19.2, the second
best time in the MAC this
year

* IF PURCHASED BY FEB. 3, BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO BGSU STUDENTS

BBHBBn

434 E. W00STER

IHtAlHf

FRIDAY ONLY
5 APE FEATURES
EACH FEATURE SHOWN ONCE
DOORS OPEN 9:15 A.M. - FIRST SHOW 10 A.M.

Open Mon.-Sat. til Midnight
Sun. til 11:30

Dairy
Queen
•X-

TODAY'S SPECIAL
• FOOTLONG HOT DOG
• FRENCH FRIES
• SMALL SUNDAE

$1

ALL SEATS

'LS0

00

With

Chili
Sauce

4.10

WAS THAT

CCHA showdown
"This is our biggest test of the year"-Mason
Tensions are mounting for the biggest Central Collegiate
Hockey Association (CCHA I showdown of the year
Tonight and Sunday, the nationally-ranked Falcon leers
will put their 18-4-1 record and an eight-game winning string
on the line when they visit the St Louis Arena for what BG
coach Ron Mason calls 'our biggest lest of the year "
"They're infallible at home." Mason said. "A split would
be great, but if we win the first game, we'll take the series "
St. Louis, if. in 1 and unranked nationally, is coming off a
weekend of rest following a split with number three
Harvard and a loss, a tie and win against powerful Boston
University. SLA coach Bill Selman. however, said he
believes the Bills have momentum but the long rest has
"hurt "

point came 48 hours Ujter in the 5-4 win over Harvard. We
have our own type of momentum We had a week off and I
think it hurt in a way. It sort of cut our momentum.
Mason and Selman agree on one thing Each coach knows
the other team well. Selman said he is familiar with the
veteran BG leers, but alto knows a lot about the "rookies "
"We're well aware of Dobek, Rosa and Archer at Bowling
Green," Selman said. "They've been around We also know
a lot about the freshmen Coach Mason and myself recruit
from the same area, and we feel we know the personnel at
Bowling Green."
Mason said he knows the SHI system almost as well as his
own
"I know pretty well most of their system," Mason said.
"Their offense is keyed around the centers. St. Louis Is a
skating team-a nifty team with a lot of hustle They recruit
the speed skaters."

"I THINK WE have the momentum now." Selman said
"Our low point was the 13 3 loss to Harvard and the high

SELMAN INSISTED the Billlkens are "right on
schedule" with their 15-10-1 mark He said last year, the

By Daa GarfteM
Assistant Spof ti Kdltor

Bills were 17-9 at this time, and most of SLU's losses came
late in the game.
"Every other game we lost, we either pulled the goalie in
the last minute or the other team scored in the late stages of
the game." Selman said. "I feel there were only two games
we were out of this year-5-1 against BU (Boston) in the
finals of the Fireman's tourney and 13-3 against Harvard
Mason said St. Louis' main trouble has been their
goaltending.
"One of St. Louis' problems was that they were having a
hard lime figuring out who the goal tender is." Mason said
"Middlebrook (Lindsay) has played better and has kept St
Louis winning, so they may have found a goaltender in
him "
The BG mentor said he will use a game plan which will
attempt to stop the Bills' strong shooting centers He also
said that BG center Tom Esper. who has been playing well
lately, will see more action He will be used as a utility man
SELMAN HAS been puzzled by the pollsters who refused
to place his team in the top 10 after bumping off Boston

"Quite frankly. I'm quite confused by it ail and we know
who is voting." Selman said about the WMPL (a radio
station in Hancock. Mich ) poll which is the one poll most
coaches look at "The last two years, our record has been 2612 and 20-12
"We've been making noise and the NCAA is looking up.
We hope for continued success by Bowling Green, even after
the series." Selman said. "We're glad there is more than
one team (in the CCHA) besides ourselves with a
competitive record."
Selman said he thinks Bowling Green ranks with Boston
and Harvard along with the rest of the top-notch teams in
the nation "BG. absolutely, is a nationally-ranked team,
and they belong up there." he said
The Falcons' Central Collegiate Hockey Association
games at St. Louis tonight and Sunday will be broadcast by
radio station WAWR. 93 5-FM Game time (BG time) will
be 9 tonight and 8 p.m. Sunday

Cincinnati here tomorrow

'Monk' becomes scoring threat
By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor
Here's the scene
A
Falcon basketball game
Jeff Montgomery is
dribbling the ball upcourt.
his eyes carefully scanning
the action Suddenly, he sees
a small opening and starts to
drive down the lane.
Now. what is he going to
do? Is Montgomery going to
go all the way and put up a
layup. or is he going to pass
off to an open teammate'' Is
he going to stop and pop a

seven-fool jumper, or is he
going to head-fake left,
change hands in mid-air.
double-pump and fin-"
(.'nances are. your guess is
as good as Montgomery's.
"I DON'T have any 'set'
shot when I drive. I'm going
to get the ball off
somehow.''
Montgomery
said. "But, I'm always
looking for the basket when I
go in there."
In recent games, "Monk"
has been successful on some
shots that appeared to be

impossibilities once he left
the floor But Montgomery
has so many different moves
that opposing performers
have found their attempts to
block his shots futile.
When the University of
Cincinnati invades Anderson
Arena at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow for a showdown
with the Falcon hoopsters.
Montgomery will have his
wide variety of shots ready,
but knee problems may slow
him up a bit
"MONK'S RIGHT knee.

■s PORTS
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which he injured before the
start of the regular season,
has been giving him
problems lately.
"I didn't think I could
even walk down the court
the second half," Montgomery said in reference to
Wednesday night's win over
Western Michigan
"My
lateral movement was
terrible. I couldn't stop and
change directions
"I don't know how long my
knee can hold up," he continued "I'm just going out
and see how long I can last."
Despite the bad knee.
Montgomery spun and
twisted his way for a gamehigh 19 points against
Western Michigan
The
performance marked the
third straight game that he
was the top Falcon scorer
For the season. Montgomery is leading the hoopsters with a 17.4 scoring
average.
"I don't worry about
getting points. The thing is.
anyone could score 17 or 18
points g game if they shot
enough" he said "But my
percentage is going up. and
I'm not going to worry if I
don't score a lot of points
I'd rather win ball games."
WINNING games is the
main objective of BG head
coach Pat Haley, and the
fourth-year
mentor
admitted yesterday that the
Falcons will have their
hands full tomorrow
evening
The Bearcats are coming

off a 68-58 victory over
powerful Marquette at Milwaukee Arena Tuesday
night. Marquette was
ranked 12th in the nation last
week
"I talked to an assistant
coach from Marquette. and
he said that Cincinnati is
playing just super." Haley
said yesterday.
"They're a really physical
team Their guards are big.
and their front line is bigger
than ours." Haley said
"They press well and play a
tight two-three zone-things
that we have had trouble
with "
FRESHMEN
Steve
Collier and Pat Cummings
lead Cincinnati in scoring
with 14.7 and 14 1 averages
respectively.
Sophomore
Brian Williams is next at 9 2
and freshman Hobert Miller
is scoring at a 7.5 clip
Haley is undecided about
his starting lineup for
tomorrow night's encounter.
Montgomery and co-captains Cornelius Cash and
Skip Howard are definite
starters.
The other two starting
spots, filled in the last two
games by freshmen Ron
H a m m y e and
Larry
Wingate. could see some
different performers against
the Bearcats.
Tomorrow night's JV
encounter, which will begin
at 5 30. features the
undefeated Falcon JV unit
against the Alumni

*

Speed
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Freshman winger Steve Murphy glides down the ice during
last weekend's action against Ohio State. Murphy, one ol the
fastest skaters on the team, has hustled for 12 goals and 13
attiitt thit teaton. ( Nowtphoto by Stovo Aneik)

Thinclads face busy weekend
the Michigan Relays in Ann
Arbor tomorrow
"It's going to be a real
endurance test for the
coaches and our runners."
said coach Mel Brodt "To
travel up to Central Friday,
come back the same night
and then go back up to Ann
Arbor Saturday isn't going
to be easy. But the important thing is for us to get in
as much competition as
possible "

By BUI Ettep
The Bowling Green indoor
track squad faces the monu
mental task of traveling
over 550 miles to compete in
two meets this weekend as
they venture to Central
Michigan iCMl'i today and

Coed
volleyball
Graduate students and
faculty members who want
to play coed intramural
volleyball may pick up entry
forms In the graduate assistants office. 303 Men's Gym.
Entry forms must be turned
in by Jin. 31.

THE DUAL meet opener
.with Central Michigan is
another in a long line of
competitive
encounters
between the two MidAmerican
Conference
(MAC) schools according to
Brodt
"We have always had good

MAC standings
TEAM
Miami
BOWLING GREEN
Central Michigan
Toledo
Western Michigan
Ohio University
Eastern Michigan
Kent State

MAC
4-1
5-2
3-2
3-2
3-3
2-3
2-4
04

OVERALL
12-3

1-5
10-3

8-6
9-6
7-7
8-7
2-11

Wednesday'! Retain

Although Falcon guard JoH Montgomery (22) o.hibitt perfect
patting form, It appeart that ho It twHung tip Iho M poo
PQSS

T

ban-

' How,v*'' 'Monk' has shewn thai he it a bettor
basketball player than band conductor by averaging 17.4
paints a fame white using his palling ortitrry to hit the big
•< underneath the Seep. ( Newephete by Id So be)

BOWLING GREEN 64. Western Michigan 60
Miami 72. Kent State 62
Eastern Michigar 73. Ohio University 71
Toledo 66. Central Michigan 64
Tomorrow' Acttea
Cincinnati at BOWLING GREEN. 7:30 p m
Kent SUM at Western Michigan. 3 p.m.
Central Michigan at Ohio University. 3pm
Miami at ToUdo. 130 p.m.

relations with Central For
years we've run up there
indoors and they have come
to BG to compete outdoors."
he said
Last year, the Chippewas
dealt the Falcons a 56-55
loss indoors while Bowling
Green took the outdoor
contest. 115-48.
Brodt said he believes his
squad will be at a disadvantage running on Central's
Finch Field house tartan
track.
"It's one of the most difficult tracks to run on indoors.
The turns are sharp with
long straightaways and the
track itself is unbanked."
Brodt said. "This all
combines to hold down the
times.
With BG triple jumper
Lew Maclin ineligible, and
pole vaulter Carl Brazelton
and jumper Steve Edwards
coming off injuries, the
Falcons will rely heavily on
underclassmen in the field
events
The Chippewas will have
school record-holder Rick
Krause in the pole vault,
transfer Al Michalak in the
shot put and high jumper

Tickets
A total of 250 general
admission tickets for
tomorrow night's basketball
game between BG and the
University of Cincinnati
were still available as of 9
a.m. today.
They are being sold or
exchanged on a first comefirst served basis. Reserved
seat tickets are completely
sold oat.

Brian Johnson competing in
the meet
CENTRAL WILL also
feature sophomore Larry
Bradshaw in the sprints and
1000-yard CMC recordholder Mike Burns in the
middle distances He took
second in the MAC 880-yard
dash in 1974 and has run a
4:04.9 mile. CMU senior
distance aces Dave Duba
and Dave Hinz are coming
off cross-country injuries
and will not be at full
strength for Friday's meet.
Bowling Green will enter
Brian Storm and Ron Taylor
in the 60-yard dash. Taylor
and Tim LoDico in the 440
and Randy Zimmerman and
Larry Couchot in the 600
Junior Tim Zumbaugh and
sophomores Paul Emery
and Dan Dunton head up the
distances,
while
Rick
Hutchinson will match
Burns in the 1000
Bowling Green will be one
of 30 collegiate and club
teams that will help the University of Michigan dedicate
its mulumillion dollar track
complex tomorrow
The

meet will feature over 500
athletes and six MAC
member schools
"IT'S A GREAT facility
We ran our time trial up
there two weeks ago and
were impressed." Brodt
said "But a lot of these
meets wind up having only
smaller colleges
in
Michigan and Ohio-plus
MAC and a few Big Ten
teams-run in them, but it
should be competitive."

Road
runners
The Bowling Green Road
Runners Club is sponsoring
a 1 6 mile "run for fun" and
a 4.5 mile road race at 4
p.m. this Sunday The races
will start in the Ice Arena
parking lot and both events
are free and open to the
public.
Persons interested in
joining the club should
attend the races or call
Dave Essig at 372-5559

Hockey playoffs trip
The BG Rink Rats, the campus hockey enthusiasts,
are sponsoring a trip to St. Louis, Mo. for the Centra!
Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs the weekend
of March 7-9.
The tour package will include bus transportation
two nignis lodging at the Forest Park Quality Inn and
reserved seat tickets for all playoff games. A 820
deposit is required when signing up for the trip.
For further information, see a club representative
at the Rink Rat's information table located at toe
north end of the Ice Arena during all BG home hockey
games or attend a club meeting. Club meetings are
held at 7 p.m. every Tuesday in 212 Hayes Hall.

